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Memorial Sloan Kettering Centr, including calculation sheets, reporting tools and queries, online analytical processing, drill-down analysis, min- ing and dashboard. The chapter also deals with many topics relating to Big Data, including structured and unstructured data, ACID property, databasenna, hadoop, database in memory and governance of
data. The challenges associated with business intelligence systems and big data are also discussed, the role of the business manager in the development and use of these systems are not the role of business manager. Chapter 10: Knowledge Management describes the explicit and tacit information and the way organizations such as NASA and NASA
use the management of knowledge to identify, select, organize and disseminate this information. In this chapter, you will learn the techniques to acquire tacit knowledge, the communities of practice, the analysis of social networks, web 2.0 technologies, the management systems of corporate rules and corporate research. The chapter also illustrates
how to identify and overcome knowledge management challenges and includes a series of best practices for the sale and implementation of a knowledge management project. Chapter 11: Cybercrime and it Security discusses the IT security accidents that commonly occur (using recent examples of Anthem and Sony), describes the reason why IT
accidents are so frequent, identifies the various authors of IT crimes, offers A self -assessment test of IT security, describes the types of exploit, outlines various federal laws to pursue cyber aggressors and describes how to implement reliable computer science, between specific tasks to prevent, detect and respond to com-puter security incidents.
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the chapter. There are three of these functionalities positioned appropriately in each chapter to make the reader reflect on the newly covered topics. Control list of a manager: each chapter contains a precious series of guidelines for future company leaders to consider while arguments related to IT weigh, including the way they could use it in the
future within their organization. Summary of the chapter: each chapter includes a useful summary that highlights the managerial implications and the main technical issues of the material presented. Questions of discussion: a series of stimulating questions to stimulate a deeper understanding of the topics covered in the chapter. Necessary action:
Each chapter includes three mini-casals that require a decision or response from the reader. These mini-casis provide realistic scenarios and test knowledge, intuitions and problems resolution. Case based on the web: each chapter includes an "open-ex-e-ex-e-decoad case that requires students to collect their research information and do some critical
thinking to answer the questions raised in the case. Study: Each chapter ends with a demanding case of the real world of managers who fight with the problems treated in the chapter. These cases are unique because they look at it from the point of view of a manager, not from the point of view of the technologist it. Resources For instructors, the
teaching tools that accompany this text offer many options to improve a course. As always, we are committed to providing one of the best teaching resources packages available in this market. The instructor manual an instructor manual provides precious panoramic chapters, learning objectives of the chapters, suggestions for teaching, rapid quizzes,
class discussion, additional projects, additional resources, and key terms. It also includes solutions to all questions of discussion, exercises and case study at the end of the chapter. Test Bank and Test Generator Test generator based on objectives that allows instructors to create paper -based tests, LAN or web by test stalls designed specifically for
the text related to the course technology. PowerPoint presentations for each chapter is available a set of Microsoft PowerPoint slides. These slides are included as a didactic support for the presentation in the classroom. Presentations help Copyright 2016 to involve learning. All rights reserved. They cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole
or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third -party content can be suppressed by the ebook and/or echapter. The editorial review considered that any suppressed content does not materially affect the experience of general learning. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if the subsequent limitations of
rights require it. Preface XVII students focus on the main topics of each chapter, take better notes and prepare for exams. The slides are completely customizable. Instructors can add their slides for further topics introduced in the class or eliminate the slides that are not covering. The new Technology For Managers CourseMate website is
couplesaMate and convenient, it offers a dynamic way to give life to the concepts of the course with interactive learning tools, study and preparation of the exams that support this printed edition of the text. Look at the understanding of students to go up to the stars with flash cards, games and quiz that help them prepare for the exams. A complete ebook offers the choice of an entire online learning experience. Information Technology for Managers CourseMate goes beyond the book to provide Cié that students need. Awards I want to thank everyone who participated in Cenglearning for their role in bringing this text to market. Thank you very much to Mary Pat Shaffer, my wonderful director of
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require. Chapter 1 Join ISIL, canceling the citizenship of those UK residents who were already fighting for ISIL and 2 arresting ISIL trainees returning to the United Kingdom. In 2003, anticipating the need of stricter border control¹, the UK government has launched the e-Borders project. The main objective of the program was to collect information
on all passengers arriving and departing before the journey. These data would then be used to prevent passengers considered a threat from entering or leaving the country, arrest terrorism and crime suspects and improve passenger clearance times. In March 2014, the government canceled the project at a cost of £224 million ($350 million) to
British taxpayers. An evaluation of the e-Borders program in 2013 had established that, although the computer system supporting the program was actually used at  London Heathrow , the system had failed in the maritime and rail sectors. The effective elements of the e-Borders system were later merged into the new Border System Program, with
the hope that the capacities that system were extended. Many factors contributed to the inability of the e-Borders program to achieve all its initial objectives. A British court ultimately determines that liability The main reason for the bankruptcy was the UK Border Agency and not the seller Raytheon. In particular, the UK Border Agency did not set
adequate benchmarks to monitor the progress of the projectÂÂ and did not involve relevant experts during the procurement of resources. Finally, the Agency did not define and stabilize the requirements, resulting in changing objectives and underestimating complexity of the project. In essence, there was a failure of management to provide strong
leadership for the effort. The e-Borders project has been a success, however. The police Ã .itavresir .itavresir ittirid i ittuT .gninraelgneC 6102 thgirypoC e ovirra ni itad ied otnec rep 56 li olos odneilgoccar avats sredroB-e ammargorp li ehc otirefir ah enoizatulav anu ,opportruP .ametsis lad itacifitnedi itacrecir id aiailgim eratserra e erazzilacol a not
not be copied, scanned, or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third party content may be suppressed from the eBook and/or eChapter(s). Editorial review has deemed that any suppressed content does not materially affect the overall learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at
any time if subsequent rights restrictions require it. Managers: Key to Information Technology Results 3 outgoing passengers in advance of their travel. The ability of the new Border Systems Programme to extend the collection and analysis of this data will be critical as the United Kingdom faces future threats posed by ISIL and other terrorist and
criminal organizations. LEARNING OBJECTIVES As you read this chapter, ask yourself: Why must managers understand critical principles of IT system development and provide leadership for these projects? Am I prepared to get involved with IT at the appropriate times and on appropriate issues? This chapter provides a working definition of
information technology, discusses the essential role of managers in ensuring good results from various types of IT systems, and warns of the dire consequences that can follow when managers fail to meet these responsibilities. But first we will answer the question¢ÃÂÂwhy should managers under- stand IT? WHY MANAGERS MUST UNDERSTAND IT
Why learn about information technology? Isn¢ÃÂÂt this area of the business best left to the IT professionals, and not managers? The answer is a simple, emphatic No. This section pro- vides several reasons why managers must understand IT and why they must lead the effort to decide what IT to invest in and how to use it most effectively. New IT
business opportunities, as well as competitive threats, are coming at a faster and faster rate. Managers play a key role¢ÃÂÂthey must frame these opportunities and threats so others can understand them, prioritize them in order of importance, and eval- uate proposed solutions. Finally, must lead efforts to define IT strategies and policies that best
meet organizational needs. Even if two different companies invest in the same IT systems as the same vendors, organizations will not necessarily find identical solutions or use the systems in the same way. As a result, one company can² large profits from an IT installation, while another is struggling with poor results. Managers, in collaboration with
IT specialists, must make many decisions when implementing a new IT solution, including the scope of the project, what data to acquire, how databases and applications should be customized, what information will flow from systems and to whom and, most importantly, how people will use the system to make a difference. Copyright 2016
Cenglearning. All rights reserved. They may not be copied, scanned or duplicated in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the eBook and/or eChapter. The editorial review considered that any deleted content does not materially affect the general learning experience. Cengagement Learning reserves
the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights limitations require it. Chapter 1 Real productivity improvements they rarely simply result from automating pro-4 workplaces. Real productivity gains require business process innovations and thus improved process automation to take advantage of the EN. Companies that simply
put IT into their business without making changes that take advantage of new capacity They will not reap any significant benefits. Managers are the key to ensuring that IT innovations pay off; they must take a holistic approach that elibinetsos elibinetsos Ãtivititepmoc anu reP .asnepmocir e enoizarusim id imetsis ivoun odnaerc e itnednepid ied
evitattepsa e ilour ivoun odnelibats ,avitazzinagro arutturts allen e iladneiza issecorp ien itnemaibmac i odnatnorffa ,otnemaibmac led enoizattecca'lla otnemaiggarocni'l Companies must constantly offer a growing value to customers. Cié requires essential information acquired through the effective use that better defines customers and their needs.
This information can help companies improve products and develop a better customer service, leading to supported increases in revenue and profits. Manager must recognize the value of this information, know how to communicate their needs and be able to work with IT staff to build effective IT systems that make useful information available. In a
rapidly evolving global corporate environment, managers require permanent learning and flexibility in determining their corporate roles and career opportunities. Given the widespread use of it, managers must be able to understand how technology affects their sector and in the world in general. What is information technology? Information
technology (IT) includes all the tools that acquire, archive, elaborate, exchange and use information. Its field includes computer hardware, such as mainframe computer, servers, desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones; software, such as operating systems and applications for the execution of various functions; Related networks and equipment,
such as modem, router and switch; and database for the storage of important data. A defined set of hardware, software and IT networks of an organization is called its IT infrastructure. An organization also requires that a staff of people called its IT organization to plan, implement, manage and support it. In many companies, some or all IT support
can be outsourced to another company. The IT infrastructure of an organization must be integrated with employees and procedures to build, manage and support information systems that allow a company to achieve objectives How to increase income, reduce costs, improve the decision -making process, improve relationships with customers, and
accelerate time to the market of its products. Most organizations have several information When you consider the role of corporate executives in working with it, Ã is useful to divide information systems into three types: personal IT, group it and Enterprise It. Figure 1-1 shows the relationship between IT support staff, IT infrastructure, and different
types of information systems. These systems are explained in the following sections. Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. It cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the ebook and/or echapitoli. The editorial review considered that any deleted
content does not materially affect the general learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content in ââany time if the restrictions on subsequent rights so require. Manager: Key to Information Technology Outcomes 5 Â© Cengage Learning Figure 1-1 IT Infrastructure supports personal, group, and business
personal IT IT IT personal IT Information Systems Includes information systems that improve productivity individual users in performing self-contained tasks. Examples include productivity software staff such as word processing, presentation and spreadsheet software; Decision support systems and online learning systems. A decision support system
(DSS) employs analytical models to help users obtain insights into a problematic situation, examine alternative solutions and recommend an appropriate course of action. For example, VisualDX Ã is a clinical decision support system that provides immediate access to concise disease information and high quality medical images. Its database includes
over 1,300 medical conditions and nearly 30,000 images. Doctors can search this database for symptoms, visual cues, and patient factors to diagnose diseases and develop treatment plans. The system can be downloaded as an app that works on a smartphone or you can access the desktop computer or laptop.1 online learning systems include
understand of computer-enhanced learning tech- niques, including computer-based simulations, multimedia DVDs, Web-based learning materials, hypermedia, podcasts, and Webcasts. Such use of information systems quali- fies as an example of personal IT. With the rapid changes in today¢ÃÂÂs business environ- ment, managers and employees must
be continual learners to keep pace. For example, Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All Rights Reserved. May not be copied, scanned, or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third party content may be suppressed from the eBook and/or eChapter(s). Editorial review has deemed that any suppressed content does not
materially affect the overall learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights restrictions require it. Chapter 1 Avanade is a global IT consulting company with over 21,000 professionals spread across 6 70 locations in 20 countries. Its clients expect the company¢ÃÂÂs assigned
consultants to be well-trained, competent advisors with a broad set of consulting skills and deep domain- specific skills. Avanade University is an online hub for employees to access the training they need anytime, anywhere. Avanade consultants spend an average of 80 hours per year on education with a focus on various technical and management
topics, language education, and more.2 Group IT In today¢ÃÂÂs fast-moving global work environment, success depends on our ability to com- municate and collaborate with others, including coworkers, colleagues, clients, and custo- mers. Group IT includes information systems that improve communications and support collaboration among members
of a workgroup. Examples include the use of Web confer- encing, wikis, and electronic corporate directories. Web conferencing uses IT to conduct meetings or presentations in which partici- pants are connected via the Internet. Screen sharing is the most basic form of Web conference¢ÃÂÂeach participant Whatever is on the presenter's screen "is a
sheet of calculation, a legal document, a work of art, a project or an image â ™. The trousers participating in the conference can communicate via voice or text. Another form of Web Conferencing is webcasting, in which audio and video information is transmitted by the presenter to the participants. Another type of web conference, a webinar, is a live
presentation on the internet that supports interactive communications between the presenter and the public. A company that makes an effective use of web conferences is Heritage Log Homes, a log home manufacturer with 30 employees and 70 independent retailers throughout North America. The company offers a standard layout variety within five
basic logs of log home; However, 90 percent of IT projects are personalized houses. The customization process was quite long and involved sending technical drawings by e-mail between the design team and the customer. Each of them had to score the drawings with the suggested changes. The finalization of the plans generally took months. Heritage
has passed to a real -time collaboration system using the Web Gotomeeting conference system, which allows the architect and the customer to review the home plans "by identifying design ideas, discussing issues and incorporating changes in designIn this way, it is possible to finalize a project in a few sessions in one or two weeks. 3 The improved
pro-ancestor has increased customer satisfaction and significantly improved the cash flow for Heritage Log Homes. A wiki (Hawaiian for Fast) is a website that allows users to modify and change its tent easily and quickly. The wiki can be a website hosted or a site on an intranet com- pannyã ¢ â € s Â ™. A wiki allows individual members of a working
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enoisiver aL infrastructure features and service challenges, as well as information about customer operations. Loading this data into its CRM system allows CSX employees to better manage their sales efforts, more closely meet the needs of customers, customers, Improve customer communication.6 Interorganizational information systems support
the flow of data between different organizations to achieve shared goals. For example, some organizations must share data Copyright 2016 Cenglearning. All rights reserved. They may not be copied, scanned or duplicated in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the eBook and/or eChapter. The
editorial review considered that any deleted content does not materially affect the general learning experience. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights limitations require it. Chapter 1 ÃÂ© 2016 Cenglearning for purchase orders, invoices and payments along with information on
common sup-10 suppliers and financial institutions. Interorganizational information systems accelerate the flow of material, payments, and information, while enabling businesses to reduce the effort and cost of processing such transactions. To ensure efficient and effective information sharing, organizations must agree in advance on the nature and
format of the information to be exchanged and must use compatible technologies. Companies need to work together to solve technical problems related to data definitions and formats, database design, standards to ensure high quality data and compatible technology infrastructure. The full integration of an interorganizational information system
often requires new work processes and significant organizational changes. Walmart employs an interorganizational information system that calls vendor-managed inventory (VMI) to improve product flow and reduce inventory at its stores. Under this program, are responsible for managing the inventory of their products in the  of WalmartÃ→Â.
Suppliers are granted access to a Walmart database containing item-level inventory and sales data for their products, which helps suppliers develop product demand projects. products. Using collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment process.7 Each link in the supply chain is interconnected using information technology that includes a
central database, store-level point-of-sale systems, and a satellite network (see Figure 1-4).8 Figure 1-4 Walmart Interorganization Replenishment System Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. It cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the
ebook and/or echapitoli. The editorial review considered that any deleted content does not materially affect the general learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content in ââany time if the restrictions on subsequent rights so require. Manager: Key to Information Technology Results Table 1-1 Examples and
Features of Each Information System Type 11 Examples IT Staff IT Enterprise IT Personal Productivity Email, Instant Transaction Processing Software, Ging Decisions, Project Management, Business Systems Support System Ment SOFTWARE TEMS, Interorganizational Systems Enhanced Productivity Collaboration standardization and capacity to
monitor the Organizational Com- work does not lead to complete complements of complement (including complements with it in place when Ã". More Qualified Works¹- Live Ers, better partial benefits can enable users to engage, redesigned to be achieved without implementing and changing processes and new comprehensive supplements on decision
rights) being the role of the time manager Encouraging use demonstrates how identifying and bringing in technology can be the complete set of workers used Organiz at everything to find new uses before adoption rules for participation take strong and continuous action to ensure that adoption managers have a key role to play in the successful
implementation and use of training systems. The role changes depending on the type of IT system being addressed, as shown in Table 1-1, which also highlights other features and provides examples of each type. The role of managers in relation to it is discussed in more detail in the next section. The role of visual managers too often when introduced,
managers adopt technology first and then try to figure out what to do with it and how to deal with its implications. Such an approach is strongly discouraged as it can cause an increase in costs, productivity lost workers, wasted effort and opportunities business failures. Managers must recognize that Ã is powerful and diverse and Ã¹ increasingly
intertwined with the organization's critical business practices. Organizations that successfully adopt new technologies recognize that managers have a crucial role to play in driving its successful introduction and adoption. Managers have three responsibilities critical when it comes to capturing real benefits from it: identifying opportunities
appropriate for its application, smooth the way for its successful introduction and adoption and mitigate the associated risks. These responsibilities are discussed in the following sections. Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. It cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party
content may be deleted from the ebook and/or echapitoli. The editorial review considered that any deleted content does not materially affect the general learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content in ââany time if the restrictions on subsequent rights so require. Chapter 1 12 Identifying opportunities EN
appropriate The pure entity of the dollars spent on it requires management to ensure a good ni ni eirtsudni el rep atla ¹Ãip etnemlareneg ¨Ã aseps atseuQ ;ilatot etsiver orol elled otnecrep 6 la 1'llad onodneps ereneg ni inoizazzinagro eL .otnemitsevni'llus It is more fundamental for success, such as health care and financial services. The percentage of
revenue percentage is generally higher within small organizations compared to large organizations. Table 1-2 provides a five-year summary of the media IT spending data on small, medium and large organizations in 18 different sectors of the sector. 9 These numbers represent medium approximate mediums. The expenditure related to IT varies
considerably, even between similar companies within the same industry. While a company can spend a competitor on it, a more effective use is not necessarily. The most important consideration is that the organizations are leaving their investments in it, not as much as they are investing. The most effective users of IT maximize the value of IT
investments which are aligned with the strategic needs of their organization and which are well managed and performed. In today's global economy, new technologies, commercial opportunities and business threats are coming to an ever faster pace. Manager must evaluate the IT investment opportunities with respect to existing business needs and
help to frame these opportunities so that others can understand them. Manager must provide leadership to recognize and support these opportunities that adapt to the organization's corporate strategy. The next chapter describes the strategic planning process and explain how managers can guarantee that IT investments align with corporate
strategies and support the key objectives. WHAT WOULD YOU DO? A new financial analyst at your company was commissioned to perform a competitive analysis of your company's IT spending compared to the three best competitors. During lunch with you and a couple of other recent hires, the actions of the colleague that the analysis show that
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learning. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if the subsequent limitations of rights require it. Chapter 1 14 Table 1-4 phases and phases of the model of continuity for the management of change changes Description of the Information phase informs people aware of the contact person, it first becomes
aware that change is because it is the awareness that the change is held that a basic knowledge of the change occurs that includes the person understands nature and the intention of change and how he will educate the affected people by recognizing that the positive perception that the person develops a positive impact of the change on their
arrangement of adoption towards change and their way of working has shown a positive impact on the change of the institutionalization of Organization is lasting and has been formally incorporated into the operating procedures of Commit organization routine, the change is fully internalization, people are strongly engaged in acceptance and has
become the change because it corresponds to part of the daily life of their interests , objectives and values unifying theory Ta of acceptance and use of technology The unified theory of acceptance and use of technology identifies four key factors that directly determine a user "acceptance and use. Final users may embrace and use a new information
system or technology, they must be convinced of the following: the use of new technology and associated work processes will improve the work performance of the workers, making them possible to do their job I work in the same way - or rather - as they did in the past. A turning point in this regard is when end users see that a new information system
expand their role and their responsibility in a way that is demanding and exciting for them. The new system is easy to use and makes it easy for end users to complete their job compared to their old way of doing things. Nobody wants to take a step back and make his job more Management expects everyone to use the new technology and behave in a
way that is consistent with new work processes. Management needs to communicate its expectations, measure progress towards meeting those expectations and provide feedback to end users about their use of the new System and work process. There are the organizational and technical infrastructures necessary to help end users to learn and use
new technologies. Final users wish to know that they will have enough time to receive a quality formation and that other users (Help Desk or ã ¢ â € Superâ € Â) will be available to provide assistance in case of need. Copyright 2016 Cenglearning. All rights reserved. They cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic
rights, some third -party content can be suppressed by the ebook and/or echapter. The editorial review considered that any suppressed content does not materially affect the experience of general learning. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if the subsequent limitations of rights require it. Responsible:
Key for the results of information technology 15 These factors are listed in table 1-5 and illustrated in figure 1-5.12 those managers can use this theory to help people accept and use the new IT. Avon uses a marketing approach on more levels to distribute its products through a system of sales agents that sell directly to family members, friends and
other personal contacts "in general through internal parties. Avon has recently experienced a new order management system designed to simplify the process of ordering sales for its Canadian sales agents. The tablet -based system should have reduced costs of around 40 million dollars per year, while allowing Avon to better satisfy the needs of its
customers ". Unfortunately, there were serious problems of facilitated useâ € Â ”the sales agents had also performing the most basic functions, such as access, rescue Orders and checking of stocks. The agents have very preferred their applications for existing smartphones, which supported the process of managing the existing orders and could
easily be ship-gaved with the touch of a finger. The new system simply did not respond to the sales expectationsâ € of how an orders management system should have operated is â € â € Âœmiglio â € â. He failed the key factor of facilitating for use for new technologies. Hundreds of Cana-dian sales agents have left the company, instead of continuing
to struggle with the new system. In the end, the pilot project Ã was abandoned after the company spent between $100 million and $125 million.13 TABLE 1-5 Key Factors in IT Acceptance and Utility Factor Definition Belief that using the system will help the performance of the job Ease Usage Grade of Ease Associated with the use of the system
Management expectations Degree of belief that employees want to use the system Facilitating conditions Conviction that there is an organizational and technical infrastructure to support the systemÂ© Cenglearning (ÃÂ© Aggie 11/Shutterstock .com; ÃÂ© Konstantin Chagin/Shutterstock.com) Figure 1-5 The Model Technology defines the key factors
to overcome the resistance to a new information system Copyright 2016 Cenglearning. All rights reserved. They may not be copied, scanned or duplicated in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the eBook and/or eChapter. The editorial review considered that any deleted content does not materially
affect the general learning experience. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights limitations require it. Chapter 1 ÃÂ© 2016 Cenglearning 16 W H A T W O U L D Y O U D O ? Imagine the new Avon order management system was well designed and extremely easy to use. Identify key
actions that the Avon management team must take to ensure successful implementation of an easy-to-use system for Canadian sales representatives. Dissemination of the Theory of Innovation The Theory of Dissemination of Innovation Ã was developed by E.M. Rogers for ;atasseretni ;atasseretni enoizalopop alled irbmem i ittut rep atlov anu ni ottut
eneivva non enoizavonni isaislauq id enoizoda'l ehc ¨Ã airoet atseuq id evaihc otnup nU .enoizazzinagro'nu id emeisniottos nu o acificeps enoizalopop anu osrevartta )ednoffid is o( adnoffid is e enoizattecca agnetto ottodorp ovoun nu o aedi avoun anu emoc Ã a process extracted, with some people faster to adopt innovation than others. See Figure 1-6.
Rogers defined five categories of adopters, shown in Table 1-6, each with different attitudes to innovation. When promoting innovation in a target population, it is important to understand the characteristics of the target population that will help or obstruct the adoption of the innovation and then apply the appropriate strategy. This theory may be
useful for planning the implementation of a new information system. Entering a business IT system requires large amounts significant resources and changes in ââ procedures, roles and responsibilities, reward systems and decision making. In other words, it's a big organizational change. Managers have their job to gain acceptance for all these
changes. A successful enterprise IT system requires top-down imposition of standards and procedures that explain exactly how transactions should be conducted and how supporting information should be captured, stored, and shared. As a result, senior management sometimes encourages the adoption of corporate IT by threatening penalties for
noncompliance. Figure 1-6 Dissemination of the Innovation Model Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. It cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the ebook and/or echapitoli. The editorial review considered that any deleted content does not
materially affect the general learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content in ââany time if the restrictions on subsequent rights so require. Manager: Key to Information Technology Results Table ottut ottut id isreilgot e ametsis ovoun eedi ella e ittodorp ia ossecca orol etnemecilpmes icsinrof ovoun eravorp a
imirp i erpmeS ;erotavonni oihcsir led itneriuqca ilg erazzilitu rep ehcitsirettarac elled aigetartS airogetaC etnattodA 71 itnattodA enoizavonni id eirogetac euqniC listen to Provide them assistance getting and follow; aware of the need for change started Early majority Listen to and follow the opinion Provide them evidence of the system¢ÃÂÂs leaders
effectiveness and success stories Late majority Skeptical of change and new ideas Provide them data on how many others have tried the new system and used it successfully Laggards Very conservative and highly Have their peers demonstrate how this skeptical of change change has helped them; bring pressure to bear from other adopters For
example, the U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) specifies standards for the capture, storage, and sharing of electronic healthcare transactions¢ÃÂÂsuch as medical claims, electronic remittances, and claim status inquiries among healthcare providers, health insurance plans, and employers. As organizations scrambled to
meet the many HIPAA rules, including modifications to the HIPAA security and privacy rules, there were complaints that several years of management time and mil- lions of dollars in programming expenses and hardware equipment and services were required to implement the full HIPAA standards. To encourage organizations to conform to the
standards and meet the deadline, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) decreed that organizations not following the HIPAA standards would be ineligible to receive Medicare/Medicaid payments for the services they provide patients. DHHS also established investigation procedures and set civil and criminal penalties for violating
HIPAA rules. Companies handling electronic protected health information (ePHI) have implemented strong measures to avoid these penalties. In spite of its efforts to conform to HIPAA regulations, a New York hospital¢ÃÂÂand a uni- versity that provided faculty members to serve as physicians at that hospital¢ÃÂÂwas fined a total of $4.8 million to
settle charges that it potentially violated HIPAA¢ÃÂÂs Privacy and Security Rules. Because of a lack of whom whom safeguards, deactivation of a server on the university¢ÃÂÂs network resulted in the ePHI of thousands of patients being accessible on Internet search engines.14 WHAT WOULD YOU DO? The board of directors at City Hospital is
determined not to be fined for violation of HIPAA rules. They asked your consulting group to prepare a comprehensive strategy to communicate to employees and contractors the importance of following HIPAA regula- tions. Brainstorm the key elements of your communications strategy. What actions might you request of the board of directors and
other executives at the hospital to strengthen your strategy? Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All Rights Reserved. May not be copied, scanned, or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third party content may be suppressed from the eBook and/or eChapter(s). Editorial review has deemed that any suppressed content does
not materially affect the overall learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights restrictions require it. Chapter 1 18 Ensuring That IT Risks Are Mitigated IT resources are used to capture, store, process, update, and exchange information that controls valuable organizational
assets. As a result, special measures are needed to ensure that the information and its control mechanisms can stand up to intense scrutiny. Data assets must be secure from unwanted intrusion, loss, and alteration, and personal data must be secured to protect individual privacy rights. If information technology assets including data, software,
hardware, and networks are rendered inoperable due to a disaster of any type, business continuity plans must be in place to ensure the ongoing operation of critical business functions that depend on those assets. Failure to ensure that IT risks are mitigated can lead to serious problems, such as business disruptions, data breaches exposing employee
and/or customer personal data, and legal Table 1-7 identifies several examples of IT-related risks affecting managers. Ellie Mae, Inc. provides end-to-end enterprise automation software for the residential mortgage industry. About 20% of all U.S. mortgage bonds flow through its system. On March 31 and April 1, 2014, a critical end-of-month
processing period, the loan delivery system Âfirm³ Âs was not functioning and lenders were unable to complete the closure of their loans. The interruption was suspicious and raised speculation about a cyber attack intended to test the defenses of critical banking systems.15 Data breaches involving large personal information databases are all too
common. The cost to an organization that experiences a data breach can be quite high, including opportunities lost business associated with customers whose patronage Ã was lost due to the accident, the costs Â public relations to manage the reputation Â Â companyÂ and increased customer service costs for information hotlines and credit
monitoring services for victims. In 2014, Gregg Steinhafel stepped down from the position of CEO of Target Corporation following a massive data breach that affected up to 110 million customer-mers and damaged the reputation ÂfirmÃ Âs. Steinhafel was deemed to be Ã≥ÂÂpersonally liable Ã½ÂÂ for the breach.16 Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act requires that all reports submitted to the Securi- ties and Exchange Commission (SEC) include a declaration signed by the CEO and CFO that the information contained in the reports is accurate. The company must also undergo an audit to demonstrate that it has controls in place to ensure accurate information. The SEC charged the CEO and
Director of a company of IT equipment based in Florida that they have misrepresented the external auditors and public opinion invested with the state of internal controls on financial information. The CFO agreed to pay a penalty of 23,000 dollars and to be excluded from the service as an official and director of a company listed on the stock exchange
for five years. years. SEC is continuing to litigate its case against the company¢ÃÂÂs CEO.17 WHAT WOULD YOU DO? You are the new office manager for a small accounting firm of 12 people. You just received a complaint of an employee viewing pornography while at work. Not only is the employee wast- ing company time but he is also creating a
potential liability for a sexual harassment lawsuit if the practice is allowed to continue. What action would you take to handle this situation? Copyright 2016 Cengage Learning. All Rights Reserved. May not be copied, scanned, or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third party content may be suppressed from the eBook
and/or eChapter(s). Editorial review has deemed that any suppressed content does not materially affect the overall learning experience. Cengage Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights restrictions require it. Managers: Key to Information Technology Results TABLE 1-7 Examples of IT risks 19 IT Risks
Example Inability to continue operations due to a natural Fire destroys IT resources at corporate disaster or accident headquarters Inability to continue operations due to a deliber- Hackers carry out a denial-of-service attack on an ate attack on IT assets organization¢ÃÂÂs Web site Compromise of confidential data regarding orga- Senior executive
loses laptop containing critical nizational plans, products, or services data Compromise of private data about employees or Hackers access and download customer data, customers including account numbers Violation of legally mandated procedures for IT system controls are inadequate to meet specific controlling IT assets federal Sarbanes-Oxley
guidelines that require companies to maintain the integrity of financial data Violation of generally accepted accounting IT system controls are violated so that the same principles person can both initiate a purchase order and approve the invoice for that purchase order Violation of the eresse onossop noN .itavresir ittirid i ittuT .gninraeL gninraelgneC
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Scancuctubate , 1, 1, 1 , 10 10 10 ) 2-4 ) 2-4 ) 2-4 rotth thuust involved in identifying and evaluating potential opportunities IT Application? Are you trying to simplify the introduction and adoption of IT in the business sector? Are you working with adequate resources to identify and mitigate IT risks? Is the company aware that the correct
implementation of every type of IT (personal, group and corporate) requires different degrees and types of organizational change? Copyright 2016 Cenglearning. All rights reserved. They may not be copied, scanned or duplicated in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third-party content may be deleted from the eBook and/or eChapter.
The editorial review considered that any deleted content does not materially affect the general learning experience. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if subsequent rights limitations require it. Managers: Key to Information Technology Results 21 Chapter 3: Project Management provides a useful
overview of the project management process. The presentation is consistent with the Project Management InstituteÂ Âs Body of Knowledge, an American national standard. This chapter describes the nine areas of project management knowledge: scope, time, cost, quality, human resources, communications, risk, procurement and integration. A
business manager can assume many roles throughout the life cycle of the project, including sample, sponsor, project manager, change agent, and end user. This chapter identifies the common causes of project failures and provides valuable tips on how to avoid them. Chapter 4: Business Process and IT Outsourcing examines the major business areas children of outsourcing and identifies many of its problems and potential pitfalls. It also describes an effective process for selecting ecivres ecivres a sa erawtfos ,gnitupmoc duolc iuc art ,gnicruostuo id inumoc iranecs ilg attart olotipac lI .enoizazzinagro avoun alla oroval led otnemirefsart li e gnicruostuo id and use of third-party software. Chapter 5:
Corporate Governance and IT Describes Responsibilities and the practices that business management Â Â uses to ensure the real value of IT and to ensure that the related risks are properly managed. This chapter includes two framework projects to achieve these objectives: the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and the Control Objectives for
Information and Related Technologies (COBIT). Discussion includes related issues such as industry and government standards, continuity planning operational and oversight of outsourcing arrangements. Chapter 6: Collaboration tools address the fundamentals of electronic communications systems, with a focus on conferences, desktop sharing,
enterprise content management, enterprise social networks, shared workspace, Web conferences, and wikis. You'll learn about the advantages and disadvantages of these various collaboration tools and how managers can understand and address the related business issues. Chapter 7: E-Commerce discusses the use of electronic business methods to
buy and sell goods and services, interact with customers, and collaborate with business partners and government agencies. Different forms of e-business are covered, including business-to-business (B2B), business-to-consumer (B2C), consumer-to-consumer (C2C) and government-to-citizen (G2C). The chapter also covers mobile commerce, an
approach to conducting e-commerce using mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. This chapter prepares managers to understand and address many of the corporate, legal, and ethical issues associated with using e-commerce. Chapter 8: Enterprise Systems explains what Ã¢ a business system, identifies the benefits associated with the
implementation of business systems, outlines an approach based on Optimal procedures for the implementation of a company system and discusses future trends. The chapter also explains the key role that company managers play in implementation in implementation of systems. Chapter 9: Business Intelligence and Big Data examines a wide range of
applications that help companies collect and analyze the data to improve the decision -making process, including the extraction and cleaning of the data, the storage and extraction of data , the online analytical process (OLAP), the display of information, the monitoring of corporate activities and dashboard. The chapter also defines ã ¢ â € â € Âœbig
Dataâ € Â and Analytics and discuss the complications and problems associated with big data. The chapter describes the role of the business manager in the development and use of these systems. Copyright 2016 Cenglearning. All rights reserved. They cannot be copied, scanned or duplicated, in whole or in part. Due to electronic rights, some third party content can be suppressed by the ebook and/or echapter. The editorial review considered that any suppressed content does not materially affect the experience of general learning. Cengagement Learning reserves the right to remove additional content at any time if the subsequent limitations of rights require it. Chapter 1 chapter 10:
knowledge management describes how organizations use the management of knowledge 22 to identify, select, organize and disseminate important information that is part of the memory â € â Â ™ 'organization. Unfortunately, in many organizations, most of this information and skills are very unstructured and communicated informally. In this
chapter, the communities of practice, the analysis of social networks, web 2.0 technologies, the management systems of business rules and corporate research will be illustrated. The chapter also illustrates how to identify and overcome knowledge management challenges and includes a series of best practices for the sale and implementation of a
knowledge management project. Chapter 11: IT and IT security identifies and discusses the motivation of different types of crime and cybercriminals. It also discusses the security issues that managers need to consider when using IT for organizational benefit. A idniuq e iladneiza ehcitarp el rep inoizavonni onodeihcir Ãtivittudorp allen ilaer
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ilibadiffa e etavirp ,erucis oloclac id ezneirepse erinrof rep elibadiffa oloclac nu id enoizatnemelpmi'l rep otartsitlum aigetarts anu atatneserp eneiV These improved processes to exploit the IT skills. Manager are the key to ensuring that IT innovations repay; They must conduct a holistic approach that includes encouraging the acceptance of change,
facing changes in businesses and organizational structure, addressing new roles and expectations of employees and establishing new measurement and reward systems. Managers have three responsibilities IT Fundamentals: Identify Opportunities Appropriate to apply IT, pave the way for its deployment and adoption, and reduce associated risks.
The most efficient users of IT maximize the value of IT investments that are aligned with the strategic needs of  organization and efficiently managed and executedÂ Four organizational complementsÂÂqualified workers¹, higher levels of teamwork, redesigned processes and new decision rightsÂ Âenable IT to improve performance. Single-user IT can
produce results without complements, group IT enables complement creation over time, and enterprise IT requires complements to be implemented with new technologies. Managers must help others overcome their natural resistance to change so that new work systems and processes are accepted and used throughout the organization. The UPS for
change management describes the activities It provides a roadmap for guiding management actions at every stage of the introduction of a new system. The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology identifies four key factors that directly determine the user's acceptance and use  ÂIT: utility, ease of use, expectations and feedback of
management and technical and organizational support. The Innovation Dissemination Theory identifies five categories of users, each with different attitudes towards innovation. In promoting innovation among a target population, it is important to understand the characteristics of the population that will contribute or hinder the adoption of innovation
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oppulivs id maet led orbmem ovoun lI 3 ?ivitteibo ilat eresse orebbervod ilauQ .enoizacinumoc id onaip led meeting that no one was there to represent the client. Following the meeting, you encounter the project manager in the hallway. What do you say? WEB-BASED CASE e-Borders Revisited In 2003, the United Kingdom¢ÃÂÂs Immigration and
Nationality Directorate (IND) developed the initial plan of work for the e-Borders program. In 2004, the British government signed a three-year contract with IBM to deliver Project Semaphore, the first deliverable of the e-Borders project. In the following years, new government agencies, such as the Joint Border Operations Centre and the National
Border Targeting Centre, were created to implement e-Borders. Private contracts were awarded to Raytheon and other IT companies to construct the IT infrastructure. Do research online to investigate where the project went wrong during its 11-year history. Document the actions taken by both government agencies and private companies. In August
2014, the U.K. courts ordered the Home Office to pay Ã£Â224 million to Raytheon for breach of contract after Theresa May, the British home secretary, terminated the company¢ÃÂÂs con- tract to build the immigration computer system. Explain why you think the court decided in favor of Raytheon in its breach of contract decision. Then, do research
to discover if the government agencies involved with the development of this system implemented lessons learned from the e-Borders¢ÃÂÂ failures. Do further research to assess whether the new Border Systems Programme is robust enough to protect U.K. citizens from looming terrorist threats. CASE STUDY Walmart Reworking Its Supply Chain
Management Systems In the mid-1980s, Walmart founder Sam Walton and company CEO David Glass came up with a revolutionary idea. Up until then, traditional brick-and-mortar stores had engaged in an age-old process of buying and selling merchandise. A store would order products from suppliers, sell the products to customers, reorder more
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and the Retail Link database system in 1992. The company spent $4 bil- lion on the system and took years to perfect it. By 1996, vendors were able to access Retail Link through the Internet. Retail Link became a model of supply chain success. Today, Walmart suppli- ers use Retail Link to review the need for orders every day on every item in every
store. Walmart also developed the use of unique cross-docking systems. Cross docking allows sup- pliers or manufacturing plants to ship products packaged for individual stores so that store ship- ments can be easily moved from the incoming dock to the outgoing dock without having to be first moved to a storage location in the warehouse. Cross
docking takes place in distribution centers located on average 130 miles away from each store. Products flow from one loading dock to another within 24 hours. At the end of the cross-docking process, the merchandise is repackaged and sent to the retail store. Walmart passed its cost savings on to its customers, propelling the company to its current
position as the largest retailer on the planet. Between 1993 and 2001, Walmart went from con- ducting $1 billion in transactions a week to $1 billion in transactions every 36 hours. Today, Walmart conducts $1 billion in transactions in just under 28 hours. The company employs over 2.2 million associates in over 11,000 stores in 27 countries, serving
over 200 million customers each week. In 2013, the retail giant¢ÃÂÂs continued success was threatened as it began to suffer acutely from an ¢ÃÂÂempty-shelf¢ÃÂÂ syndrome. Customers, who had come to rely on Walmart as their one-stop, low- priced retail solution, encountered out-of-stock signs and could not locate the products they needed within
the store. Bloomberg News broke the story, and people began to wonder what had hap- pened to the once-reliable retail giant. Finally in 2014, Walmart admitted that it was working on improving its in-stock enilmaerts tramleW pleh dluohs dna kniL liateR, rov nnevni gnitsacero rettab a edivorp lliw (SRG) metsyS tnemhsinelpeR lapolG ehT. mtsis
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